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LANDMARKS
Hartney’s Significant Heritage Buildings

T

HE GREAT 19TH CENTURY English writer and
historian, John Ruskin, observed about the subject of
architectural heritage:

It is with this thought in mind that the Town of Hartney,
through its Municipal Heritage Advisory Group, has embarked
on a project—in partnership with the Historic Resources
Branch of Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism (and also
with the financial support of the department’s Heritage Grants
Program)—to develop a major heritage initiative: Special
Places, Hartney’s Significant Heritage Buildings.

“Old buildings are not ours. They belong to
those who built them, and partly to the
generations who are to follow us. What we
ourselves have built, we are at liberty to

Hartney’s Special Places project (one of several underway
across Manitoba with the support of the Historic Resources
Branch and Heritage Grants Program) has been developed with
two goals in mind: to ensure that communities undertake the
kind of comprehensive inventory of sites and rigorous analysis
and assessment that allows for a selection of those few
buildings with real claims for heritage significance; and also in
order to study and explore the community’s architectural
history and by so doing to identify those physical and built
qualities that combine to make Hartney an authentically
distinct place.

throw down. But what other men gave their
strength, and wealth and life to accomplish,
their right over it does not pass away with
their death.
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T

HE TOWN OF HARTNEY has interesting and
important historical claims, both in the context of
Manitoba’s past as well as in our own regional history.

explorations, especially those in the sand hills to the west,
continue to uncover the buried secrets of these first people.
As early as 1785, fur trade companies and independent
operators were building small temporary posts in the region in
an effort to keep trade from going south. Between present-day
Montieth and Lauder, nine posts have been identified and three
of those have well-documented locations and histories. Fort
Desjarlais (1836), Fort Grant (1828), and Ash House (1790s)
are mentioned in many early account of the fur trade.

Hartney can claim to be one of the few settlement-era railway
towns whose location was not arbitrarily chosen by a railway
company. Sometime in 1889 it became apparent that the longanticipated Souris Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway
(C.P.R.) that eventually was to connect Brandon with Melita
and beyond was to become a reality. Word circulated that a
town was planned on a site somewhat northeast of present-day
Hartney (35-6-23) but settlers protested and petitioned the
C.P.R., insisting that the new town should be near where James
Hartney had established a post office and store on his farm in
1882. He had thus established a recognized centre for the
surrounding district. When the surveyors did appear they
selected a spot within a mile of the Hartney farm and, the
settlers, seeing this as, no doubt close enough, were satisfied.
Upon learning that the C.P.R had chosen the name Airdrie for
the new station, settlers made an additional request that the
name Hartney, already applied to the post office serving the
community, be the name of the new town. Once again the
C.P.R made the change.

In early 1881 Samuel Long and John Fee came from Ontario to
Manitoba, and traveling south from Brandon, left the
established trail and proceeded westward into what was then
unsurveyed territory. They chose land, later identified as 32-523W when it was surveyed, the next summer, in the district
soon known as Meglund, a few kilometres southwest of
present-day Hartney. The sod shack they erected that first
season, soon known as “The Shanty” or “The Orphan’s Home,”
was to serve as a stopping place and temporary home to a
succession of newcomers in the next two years and the nucleus
of a prosperous agricultural settlement. It was the first crucial
step in the establishment of the farming economy and
social/cultural network for a district that waited patiently for a
rail link that would trigger the almost overnight appearance of
the town of Hartney.

Although the town was new in 1890, the region itself had a
long and interesting history. The wooded valley of the Souris
has long been a place of shelter, and thus a gathering place for
various Aboriginal peoples. Ongoing archaeological
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After the visit of the surveyors in 1889, building began. When
the train whistle sounded for the first train on Christmas Day
1890, The Lake of the Woods Milling Company had a grain
elevator ready, as had David Leckie and H. Hammond. A
boarding house erected by W.H. Hotham was in place. James
Hartney and his brother-in-law S.H. Dickenson had erected a
store and post office, and Dr. Frank McEown had set up a
practice and started work on a drug store. William Hopkins had
built his three-story brick building housing a store, residence,
and a meeting hall. Seemingly overnight all the services and
goods one would expect in a thriving town were available to
settlers who had waited for the better part of a decade.

As the town grew, two brickyards, a flour mill and a sash and
door factory contributed to the economy as the Consolidation
era was signalled by renewed and more permanent building,
often in brick and with sometimes a more pretentious aspect. In
1902 A.E. Hill built the two-storey brick block that still stands
on the corner of Poplar and East Railway.
Along with the A.E. Hill family and James Hartney, several
other notable early citizens have left their mark on Hartney.
Some, like Festus Chapin and William Callendar contributed to
the commercial growth, while others like Irene Hill, Dr. Frank
McEown, and Walpole Murdoch served in other ways.

View of Hartney, ca. 1900.
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In the early years of the twentieth century Hartney consolidated
its position as a trading centre for the region while additional
rail lines created the nearby smaller villages of Underhill and
Lauder. The rail lines and the automobile enabled increased
contact with outside populations. Hartney’s proximity to Grand
Clairiere, which was established before the railway lines by
Francophones, some from Quebec and others descendants of
Métis traders and hunters, soon added an additional cultural
element. The presence today of several mansard-roofed homes
is a likely legacy of that cultural interaction.

The following exploration of our built heritage has been
organized by building type, a reasonable approach that allows
for a focused reflection on the typical experiences of daily life
in Hartney, now and 100 years ago: the domestic routine in
houses, the give and take of commerce in stores, the spiritual
refreshment found in churches. There are also sections on
structures and sites and a concluding entry that highlights
preliminary research done on Hartney’s early construction
practices and the craftsmen who actually made our buildings.

As Hartney looks forward to the next century it has taken steps
to preserve important aspects of its past, including the
expansion of the Hart-Cam Museum in the A.E. Hill Building.
When that building and several others recently figured
prominently as location sets in two major Hollywood movies,
The Lookout and The Stone Angel, the accompanying publicity
certainly helped Hartney’s claims for preserving its
architectural heritage.

But we start with the topography and layout of our community,
for it is these qualities that inform all else.

It is our fascinating historic buildings, and their memorable
physicality that continues to inform and define our identity.
These buildings and sites remind us of our origins, and
continue on a daily basis to connect us to the past but also to
the sense of purpose that defined our community from the very
start.
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Community Form and Layout
The layout of the town of Hartney was a direct response to the
railway line to which it owes its existence (beginning in 1890).
The Canadian Pacific Railway’s diagonal orientation (northeast
to southwest) gives the whole community a slightly off-kilter
feel. This not uncommon situation gives communities like
Hartney a distinctly picturesque quality, with interesting vistas
and viewpoints that are not defined by the typical east-west
grid of so many other places.
The railway’s oblique positioning also encouraged the
community to develop on both sides of the tracks (many other
smaller Manitoba towns developed only on one side of the
busy rail line). The resulting configuration is in Hartney
defined by the broad swath of the rail right-of-way that bisects
the community, with residential enclaves on both sides. The
community’s impressive commercial core stretches mostly
along East Railway Street, with a few establishments dotted a
little further east on side streets. Churches are in both halves
and government or public services are also on both sides, but
near the tracks.

Map of Hartney.
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Government Buildings
The crucial links to the country’s democratic foundations—and
thus to government—are in Hartney expressed in one notable
building, the old town hall. This landmark on West Railway
Street originally combined a number of functions, including
municipal offices, council chambers, a jail and main-floor
auditorium whose original purpose was an opera house. That’s
quite a list of functions that were deemed by the community to
be essential for its main public building.

Left, top and bottom, Hartney’s Town Hall in 2010, still an
imposing presence on West Railway Street, and with a
label stone that identifies the building’s function, proudly
set over the main doors and outlined with classical
architectural details.
Above, an earlier view of the building, which once sported
a handsome corner tower.
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Churches
Hartney’s three surviving churches—Anglican, Presbyterian
and United—are important reminders of the community’s
Anglo-Ontarian origins, each expressing in their distinct Gothic
Revival architecture the Protestant faith that defined spiritual
life in the community. With the variety of forms, richly
designed surfaces and exquisite details, and then inside through
their glowing windows and hand-crafted woodwork, each
suggests the dignity of faith and the sophistication of design
that defines Hartney.

Views of St. Andrew’s Anglican Church, a virtual textbook
example of High Anglican architectural character, with its
steep roofs and inside with its intricate wooden ceiling.
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Above, an archival image of St. Paul’s Presbyterian
Church, one of Hartney’s oldest buildings.

Right, the corner tower of Hartney United Church, with
battlements that imply a connection to old English
medieval architecture.
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Houses
At the same time, visitors should be directed to one street in
town to see in one stretch, of Souris Street, a truly impressive
set of large mostly masonry houses. This collection of
buildings is considered valuable enough to be noted further in
this report in an entry called The Souris Street heritage District.

Hartney has a collection of historic houses that define
important aspects of small-town Manitoba life at the turn of the
twentieth century. A visitor to Hartney will first be struck by
the many fine large houses, most in brick actually
manufactured here. These house are certainly to be treasured,
and those with finely crafted Victorian and Edwardian-era
details (like delicate wooden bargeboards and verandah trim),
are naturally of even greater interest. But there are also some
interesting smaller houses that also recall important aspects of
life is a town like Hartney – and these also should be valued.

A view down Queen Street, in an old photograph by local
photographer Mr. Durrant, suggests the modest quality of
many houses, but also the architectural embellishment of
some – like the Second Empire-style house on the right.
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A panorama of Hartney houses.
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A panorama of the fine details that define many Hartney
houses.
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Commercial Buildings
Like any Manitoba town it’s our commercial core that defines
Hartney – it recalls our purpose, it marks our place. And
Hartney has a remarkably intact downtown. Where many other
places have lost whole swathes of their commercial
thoroughfares, Hartney can still boast of many interesting
buildings that help express this core aspect of the community’s
identity. The typical commercial styles and the near-ubiquitous
use of masonry are still present in several storefronts,
suggesting what these streets looked like when they were lined
with such structures.

Some archival views showing Hartney’s commercial
heritage.
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Contemporary views of Hartney’s commercial heritage.
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Memorials and Cemeteries
Like many other communities, Hartney has two notable sites
connected to memorial activity – its cemetery just to the west and
north of town and its war memorial, on East Railway Street.

The War Memorial is an affecting tribute to the many young men of
the Carberry area who gave their lives in World Wars I and II. The
unbearably long list of names engraved on the red granite base
remind us of that sacrifice. The memorial itself is also important as a
piece of design, with the military figure atop the shaft a fine example
of craftsmanship.

Hartney War Memorial.

Memorial to the Pioneers at Riverside Cemetery.
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Building Trades in Hartney
Hartney has a significant claim in small-town Manitoba history: the
building construction industry. All Manitoba communities naturally
had local builders involved in the industry, and will be able to
highlight this important aspect of the province’s past through those
individuals and their buildings. Many communities also contained
important facilities associated with building construction—saw mills,
quarries, lime kilns, lumber yards—and a few towns with remnants
of these kinds of operations will also be able to focus attention via
those sites.
But what we have in Hartney is special – the many remaining
buildings actually constructed with bricks that were manufactured at
two major brickyards, right here, more than 100 years ago.
Brick was available at Hartney as early as 1890, when William J.
Mathers and W.H. Atkinson of Deloraine opened a branch of their
lumber yard. They did not manufacture the brick, however, but acted
only as distributors of products of now-unknown origins.
Hartney’s first brick operation got underway in 1895, when Harry
Payne of Souris bought a tract and land west of Hartney and planned
an immediate start of a brick yard, stating that he could sell brick for
$8.00 per thousand. The yard was started that year, but in 1895
production was unknown. Payne and his workers were back at
Hartney in April 1896, beginning production late in the month. The
yard appears to have had a capacity of 100,000 bricks per day. Late
in May the Payne yard was doing a “land office business in terms of
demand,” with the proprietor vowing to continue production until
freeze-up in the fall. Payne wanted to stockpile the brick for the next
(1897) season. He fired his first kiln of 100,000 bricks early in June,
1896. During August, however, most of the brick yard crew left to
work in the yard at Deloraine, necessitating Payne’s replacement of
the workers with fresh help from Souris.

Hartney’s brick-men, Harry Payne (top) and
William Kirkland (bottom).
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The season of 1897 saw Payne burning two kilns of brick in July,
with a final kiln of 150,000 bricks in mid-November. It is known that
Payne sold brick to W. Hopkins for the latter to veneer his store that
year. The following year saw Payne supplying local demand, while
shipping brick to towns both east and west. It also saw Payne
building a couple of brick houses during the autumn. Competition
also reared its head for Payne during 1898, and this possibly forced
him to plan improvements to his brick plant for 1899. In the new
year, Payne`s wire-cut brick machine was said to be working
splendidly, making brick more cheaply, with a price reduction under
consideration. Production was soon increased to 30,000 bricks per
day. A commentator in the summer of 1899 stated that even with
these changes, Hartney`s brick yards were unable to supply the
demand placed upon them. Payne tried to solve this the following
year by installing a new wire-cut brick machine. This was less than
successful, however, as the producer would not prevent the brick
from cracking. He wound up discarding the new machine in favour
of an older one. The Payne yard continued in business through 1901./
Another Hartney brick yard started in 1898 as the Hartney Brick and
Delft Company, run by George Sackville and Company. The
Sackville yard was located a short distance east of Hartney and
produced a white brick. Sackville burned his first kiln of brick in
July and the last in November, shipping out large quantities at that
time. The story in 1899 was similar to that of the previous year, with
Sackville taking a partner named Little.

These old images of Manitoba brick-making operations (top at Gladstone
and bottom near La Riviere) suggest what the Hartney brick plants were
probably like.
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By mid-August the firm was shipping brick over the Northern Pacific
and Manitoba Railway line, and in fact had several outstanding
orders on hand. William Kirkland, who had worked for Sackville
since 1899, took over the yard in 1901 at a time when the area faced
a brick shortage. This condition continued into 1902, especially in
light of the probable closure of the Payne yard. Kirkland`s first kiln
of 80,000 bricks was burned in May 1902, and the lot went into the
new A.E. Hill and Company building then under construction.
Indeed, that lot of brick was not enough for the large structure, as its
construction was delayed in June because of the non-arrival of brick
from the city. The local production shortage apparently continued
into late July, when Leckie and Co. received a “car of white brick”
for sale.
Little is known of the Kirkland operation during 1903 and 1904,
except that in the latter year the plant burned a kiln of 150,000
bricks. The Hartney Star, in visiting the yard in May 1905,
commented on the “fine and inexhaustible deposit of clay” that was
being worked by Kirkland’s steam brick machine. A 1907-1908
Dominion Government report on the Kirkland yard found that it sat
on 15 acres and produced 30,000 bricks per day, with 10 men
employed. The 1907 output was said to be one million bricks.
Another government report on the Kirkland yard in 1912 indicated
that there had been some problems with quality, the bricks being soft
and porous because of a silty underlay in the clay and lower
temperatures in the scove kilns. During 1913 Kirkland had
maintained production at around one million bricks, most of which
were shipped to Regina for use in the new Legislative Building. The
Kirkland yard suffered from the same problems after 1914 as other
Western Canadian yards – a building downtown, and labour
shortages because of the World War. Despite this, the Kirkland yard
remained open, though its production dwindled until it finally closed,
prior to 1920. After its closure, William Kirkland went into full-time
trapping of fur-bearing animals, something he had done in the offseasons at the brick yard.

The bricks and stones of a Hartney house reveal
the exquisite craftsmanship, evident still 100
years after walls were put up.
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Modern Buildings
While they are not yet considered heritage sites, the community of
Hartney contains two notable buildings that one day could attain that
status: the Hartney Dominion Post Office and the old Hartney
Service Station.

The Hartney Dominion Post Office, from 1960, is a
typical but excellent example of the kind of small
International style buildings that the Canadian
government was building in many small towns in
the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s.

With its bold cantilevered roof extension, designed
to provide protection from the elements, the former
Hartney Service Station is a rare surviving example
of automobile service stations that began popping
up in small Manitoba towns in the 1950s.
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Hartney’s Significant
Heritage Sites
The development of this short list of significant sites was the result
of careful and studied deliberations using standard heritage
evaluation criteria, processes and scoring regimes. This work was
carried out by the Hartney Heritage Advisory Group with assistance
from staff of the Historic Resources Branch of Manitoba Culture,
Heritage and Tourism. We are grateful to the branch for their
generous support and patient attention in this particular endeavour.

The following list of buildings and sites constitutes the Hartney
Heritage Advisory Group’s recommendations and reminders to
the community about those places that have claims for heritage
significance.
These buildings are presented on the following pages with an
accompanying Heritage Value Statement that elucidates that
building’s key heritage attributes.
















As a collection, these 15 buildings and sites define many aspects and
themes from Hartney’s past, and do so through places that are at
once significant, but also interesting and attractive. These are places
that the people of Hartney can look to with pride. These places
remind us of past glories, but also suggest an enduring sense of
community, and are a beacon for its future.

Hartney Town Hall (220 W Rwy)
Former MTS Office (315 E. Railway)
St. Andrew’s Anglican (602 River)
St. Paul’s Presbyterian (401 E. Rwy)
War Memorial (East Railway & River)
Riverside Cemetery (Highway 21)
A.E. Hill & Co. Store (310 Poplar)
Lewis Building (308 Poplar)
Crawford Building (213 W. Railway)
Merchant’s Bank (221 E. Railway)
Irene Hill House (207 King)
Tribble House (504 River)
Agnew House (402 Souris)
Fry House (400 Souris)
Galbraith House (600 River)

In this exercise, the Town of Hartney was advised by the Historic
Resources Branch (HRB) that it had an exceptional collection of
houses and commercial buildings, which explains why four business
blocks and five houses are included on this list. Many other
Manitoba communities of our size are advised to try to limit the
number of buildings on the List of Significant Sites, to make for a
more concise focus, but in our case HRB felt these nine buildings
were actually needed on the list to better reflect our truly exceptional
built heritage.
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At the same time, HRB staff advised that our main commercial
thoroughfare (East Railway) as well as a stretch of large brick houses
on Souris Street, were important concentrations of buildings that
made those areas of particular heritage value, even if only a few
buildings in each area could be noted for high claims of heritage
significance. These districts are noted in a section called Districts of
Heritage Interest. It was suggested that these two areas be noted for
special attention when opportunities for heritage promotion and
education arose.
As a collection, these buildings define many aspects and themes
from Hartney’s past, and do so through places that are at once
significant, but also often interesting and attractive. These are places
that the people of Hartney can look to with pride. These buildings
remind us of past glory, but also suggest an enduring sense of
community, and are a beacon for its future.
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Map of Hartney
This basic street map of Hartney
can be co-ordinated to locate sites
noted on following pages, which
are identified with street addresses.
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Hartney Town Hall
Adddress

THE HARTNEY TOWN HALL, built in
1906 by contractor Mr. H Vaughan, is an
impressive example of the kind of multipurpose public facilities that many small
Manitoba
communities
ingeniously
combined under one roof. Thus the building
not only housed offices and meeting rooms
for civic and public functions (as well as a
jail), it also served as a fire station. Thus the
large arched door on the right originally
opened into the fire hall, where beginning in
1906 a variety of equipment— fire engine,
hoses, horse cart, ladders and water tanks—
was stored. The building itself is modest in
its details but grand in its size and
proportions, as well in its variety of openings
– small and large, arched and flat topped. It
remains a fine civic landmark, set across the
tracks and facing the impressively intact
facades
of
Hartney’s
commercial
throughfare.
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Former MTS Office
115 Main Street

The Former MTS (Manitoba Telephone
System) Office, a tidy building in an eyecatching Spanish Colonial Revival style, is a
fine representation of the modest-sized
exchanges erected by Manitoba Government
Telephones in small rural centres in the early
1940s. Based on a standard design also
applied to other exchanges throughout
Manitoba, the ca. 1945 structure is
distinguished by its well-defined rectilinear
form, many windows and contrasting
finishes of light-coloured stucco, tile and red
brick. Its presence recalls the pre-automatic
era of telephone technology when human
operators
were
essential
to
daily
communications in their communities,
working switching equipment that made
local and long-distance calling possible. Still
in office use, this facility is a bright and
familiar fixture in Hartney’s business district.
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War Memorial
121 Main Street

HARTNEY`S 1926 WAR MEMORIAL is a
notable example of the kind of affecting
tributes that small Manitoba towns put up
after World War I to honour those who gave
their lives during that conflict. Hartney`s
memorial is an especially fine example of the
type, with the tall shaft set on five stepped
blocks and capped with an elegantly detailed
feature. The 22 names inscribed on one side
of the memorial recall “Our Glorious Dead”
from the 1914-1918 Great War conflict, and
a bronze plaque on the opposite side notes
the 15 local dead lost in World War II. The
base of the monument also identifies the
major battles of World War I in which
Hartney men fought and died: Amiens,
Cambrai, Arras, Valenciennes, Ypres,
Passchendaele, Somme and Vimy Ridge.
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Riverside Cemetery
Carberry Fair Grounds

RIVERSIDE CEMETERY is an important
site in Manitoba, one of the last remaining
small-town burial grounds with an intact
Victorian-era design. Still defined by its
elaborate filigreed gates, original wire fence
(from The Stewart Iron Works of Cincinatti,
Ohio), broad paths lined with concrete
curbs, lush lawns, specimen trees, and
studded with fine marble and granite
gravestones, the cemetery is a rare survivor.
Where many other similar cemeteries have
been updated by the removal of many of
their
original
architectural
features,
Hartney’s designed landscape is still intact.
And with its impressive memorial tower,
constructed by Albert Henry in 1936 to
honour the area’s pioneers, the site is an
important and memorable place.
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St. Andrews Anglican Church
Third and Selkirk

ST. ANDREW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH
(now known as the Old English Church),
built between 1893 and 1894, is an
exceptional expression of some of the basic
and most familiar traditions of Anglican
church architecture. Beginning with its steep
roof, continuing through to its stolid brick
walls and buttresses, and concluding in its
sublime internal features and details, many
carried out in delicate wood carvings, the
church is a textbook example of the type.
Constructed by local artisans and church
members, this picturesque church gained a
chancel echoing the same roofline in 1907,
while the prescribed furnishings appeared as
funds were raised by the Ladies’ and Girls’
auxiliaries as well as private endowments, a
co-operative approach typical of small towns
in southwestern Manitoba. In later years, the
church languished for lack of a permanent
pastor but has recently found new life with a
new faith community and is being restored
in the same progressive manner in which it
was built.
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St. Pauls Presbyterian Church
211 Main Street

ST. PAUL’S PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
from 1896, recalls an important churchbuilding initiative from the late 1890s. The
brainchild of Rev. James Robertson,
Superintendent of Western Canada, this
initiative
ensured
that
Presbyterian
congregations in Manitoba could have a
well-designed building (from standard plans
from noted Winnipeg architects) at a
reasonable cost. Rev. Robertson’s program
involved grants up to one-fifth the amount
of the building cost and loans up to 50%.
Robertson even secured from the Canadian
Pacific Railway the right to transport all
building materials at two-thirds their
ordinary rate. Several of these churches still
stand, including St. Paul’s at Hartney. Likely
derived from designs by Winnipeg architects
Chesterton and McNicol, the church
features a simple rectangular plan, a high
basement, small but detailed Gothic
windows and the little belltower on its ridge.
Like others if its type, it is a church of much
distinction
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A.E. Hill and Co. Store
608 Third Avenue

THE A.E. HILL AND COMPANY
STORE, from 1902 (and its adjacent
neighbor, the Lewis Building), form a
distinctive and important focal point at the
south end of Hartney’s main street: East
Railway. With their excellent Romanesque
Revival forms, features and details—so
typical of commercial buildings at the turn
of the 20th century—the buildings form a
striking pair. Built by local mason James
McArter, with a complete kiln of brick from
the local Kirkland operation, the Hill Store
was an industrious place, offering dry goods
on the main store and providing dressmaking services on the second floor for
many years, all under the direction of Irene
Hill. Now used as the Hart-Cam Museum,
the building has recently been featured in
Hollywood films, first as a bank in The
Lookout and then as Currie’s General Store
in The Stone Angel. The building’s interior
is also notable, with its intact pressed tin
ceiling and hand-powered, counterweighted
lift.
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Lewis Building
141 Main Street

In 1901 Walpole Murdoch and F.G. Lewis
bought the Hartney Star newspaper from Dr.
Woodhull, with Mr. Lewis supplying the
capital and Mr. Murdoch serving as editor
and manager. This fine building was
constructed in 1902 to house the Star’s
operations. With its fine brickwork
(presumably by James McArter with brick
manufactured locally), variety of arch shapes
and intact cornice, the building is a dandy
little example of the Romanesque Revival
style, so popular for commercial buildings at
this time. It is worth noting that when the
Star’s first woman owner, Annie Playfair, ran
the newspaper she lived on the upper floor.
This building has served a variety of
purposes sicne it original newspaper office
function, including the Union Bank, Bank
of Montreal, telephone office, post office,
credit union building and a Liquor
Commission outlet.
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Merchants Bank
520 Fourth

THE OLD MERCHANT’S BANK, from
1914, is a very good example of the kind of
simple but effective designs that many bank
corporations used to impress and inspire
their customers. With its red brick, noble
classical details (like the white cornice,
quoins at the edges, mildly arched openings),
all raised above street level with this and
that, the building continues to do
something. The building also was used by
the Bank of Montreal and now serves as a
residential this and that.
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Crawford Building
510 Fourth Avenue

THE CRAWFORD BUILDING, which
originally housed W.E. Crawford’s jewelry
store beginning in 1902, is an important
element in Hartney’s impressively intact
commercial district. Although the building
never boasted a clock, it had a high clock
tower at the southwest corner that the
Hartney Star declared “lent to the store a
certain novelty and grace.” Many school
children of the day were noted as standing
before Mr. Crawford’s store window to
admire the rings, brooches and clocks
displayed there, with most interest focused
on a miniature golden steam engine that Mr.
Crawford constructed with tiny wheels and
pistons, which they were told would actually
run. When, in 1906 the Union Bank sought
to enlarge its premises Mr. Crawford sold
this store to the bank and built beside it a
one-storey building for his jewelry operation.
Mr. Crawford was a notable local citizen,
serving on the school board, town council
and as mayor in 1909. He took a leading
and vocal part in planning the town hall and
was one of the company who started the
Lyceum theatre.
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Irene Hill House
Ottawa Avenue

With its sturdy brick walls, tall box-like form
and delicate wooden porch details (some in
obvious Italianate forms), the IRENE HILL
HOUSE is a terrific expression of turn-ofthe-twentieth
century
architectural
aesthetics. And the fact that one of the
community’s most beloved characters—
Irene Hill—lived here for so many years
makes it even more important. Irene
attended the University of Toronto, where
she received a Bachelor of Arts, and where
she spent 12 satisfying years in different
departments, and in her spare time typing
manuscripts for one of Canada’s most
renowned scholars. She ultimately returned
to Hartney in 1940 upon her father’s death,
to take over the family business – the A.E.
Hill Store. For many years, Iren Hill was a
fixture in the town’s business community, as
well as in its vibrant social life. She was
secretary-treasurer of the Hartney Figure
Skating Club, president of the Hartney Golf
Club, secretary of the Hartney-Cameron
Chamber of Commerce and librarian of the
Hartney-Cameron Library for 30 years.
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Tribble House
Lisgar Street

This small house is a very good example of
the type of modest residence that many
families in Hartney would have lived in at
the turn of the twentieth century. With its
solid
brick
walls—likely
of
local
manufacture—and simple form under a
basic gable roof, the house is a textbook
example of the type. With its elegant bay
window on the front face, the house also
suggests the kind of modest architectural
pretentions that also attended such designs.
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Agnew House
33 Main Street

The large and impressive Agnew House was
built around 1905, and is considered the
oldest house on Souris Street, the location of
an important concentration of large houses
in Hartney. The house was built for Neil
and Mary Agnew, farmers in the area who
raised five children here, and who were
active in community politics, curling, golf
and social clubs. Mary, who died in 1970 at
age 92, was also active in the Presbyterian
Church and was a fervent hockey fan. The
Agnew House is an exceptional example of
its type, in this case featuring many features
of the Queen Anne Revival style. The
complex floor plan, the many window
openings and variety of window shapes, and
the detailed bargeboard at the roofline, are
all hallmarks of that important style, popular
in Manitoba in the early 1900s.
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Fry House
31 Main Street

Another important Queen Anne-style house
on Souris Street, the site where Hartney can
boast an exceptional concentration of large
brick houses, is the FRY HOUSE. Probably
built around 1910, the house was built for
James Fry, an important local businessman
involved in men’s clothing for many years.
Based on a four-square form—thus a
squarish plan, two storey height and
truncated pyramidal roof—the house also
boasts some important Queen Anne details,
especially visible on the elaborate verandah,
where the richly turned wooden elements are
a sight to see.
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Galbraith House
42 Main Street

THE GALBRAITH HOUSE, from 1906, is
one
of
Hartney’s
finest
houses,
architecturally impressive and also sited
along River Avenue to give it great
prominence in town. The house was built
for W.H. Galbraith, a hotel owner, and also
seems to have functioned for some time as a
local maternity hospital. The house is an
excellent example of the Queen Anne style of
architecture, one of the most popular styles
for houses in Manitoba between 1890 and
1910, an expression of great sophistication.
The Galbraith House is a very fine example
of the type, with its grand form, fine brick
walls, broad porch with Classical columns,
and in the gable end facing the street,
wooden shingles and a distinctive Palladian
window. The house also still boasts many of
the original features and details.
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East Railway Commercial Heritage District

As noted in the introduction to this section,
Historic Resources Branch staff advised that
Hartney’s main commercial thoroughfare
(East Railway) was an important
concentration of buildings that made this
area of particular heritage value. The
business street has an impressively intact
number of buildings defining the typical
styles, forms and details that once graced
nearly all small-town Manitoba commercial
thoroughfares.
It was suggested that this area be noted for
special attention when opportunities for
heritage promotion and education arose.
The following images are used to highlight
this important area in Hartney.
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Souris Street Heritage District

As noted in the introduction to this section,
Historic Resources Branch staff advised that
a stretch of large houses on Souris Street was
an important concentration of buildings that
made this area of particular heritage value.
The set of Queen Anne-style houses along
Souris is exceptional for a community of our
size, and a real tribute to the ambitions and
taste that defined Hartney even at an early
stage.
It was suggested that this area be noted for
special attention when opportunities for
heritage promotion and education arose.
The following images are used to highlight
this important area in Hartney. The “tour”
starts at the north end of Souris and
continues to the south, concluding at
something – it is quite amazing to see
impressive house after house in just one row.

Where is it in here?
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Parting thoughts
The strength of a nation is derived from the integrity of its homes.
— Confucius

A country without a past has the emptiness of a barren continent; and a city
without old buildings is like a man without a memory.
— Graeme Shankland
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